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AssistiveWare is the worldwide leader in innovative assistive technology software for Mac OS X. In close 
collaboration with individual and institutional users we have developed Mac-only solutions for people with 
physical, speech, language and vision impairments. Our software provides full access to the computer, 
allowing students and other people with disabilities to use the same entertainment, educational, productivity 
and creative software as everyone else. Full function demos can be downloaded from our web site.
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Acapela Group’s Infovox iVox Natural-sounding voices

Key features

Adds high quality voices to the built-in accessibility functions of Mac OS  X
Provides voices for use with VoiceOver, the Mac OS X built-in screen reader for blind users

Compatible with Read and Write Gold (version 2.1+) and Kurzweil 3000 (version 3.0.4+)

Includes a pronunciation editor

Many languages available including American English, British English, American Spanish, 

Canadian French, French, German, Italian, Dutch, Flemish, Spanish, Portuguese, Brazilian 
Portuguese, Czech, Polish, Russian, Danish, Norwegian, Finnish and Swedish

Universal Binary (PPC and Intel) requiring Mac OS X 10.3.9 or later

Select as the default voice for Mac OS X so that your 
Mac speaks your language

Use with the built-in speech functions of Mail, Preview, 
Acrobat, TextEdit, Acrobat, GhostReader and many 
other programs to hear natural sounding text to speech

Give your Mac natural-sounding voices in a language of choice
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GhostReader™ Multilingual document and selection reader Proloquo® Augmentative & alternative communication (AAC)

Key features

Listen to Text, Word, HTML, PDF, ODT and RTF files

Control your listening experience with buttons to rewind, fast forward, jump to paragraph/
sentence start or skip to the next one

Create personal podcasts by converting text to audio files

Create your own audio books by exporting to iTunes tracks

Speak selected text in almost any application using the GhostReader tool palette or a 
keyboard shortcut

Point your cursor at text in Safari, Mail, TextEdit and listen instead of read

Includes high quality voices in a language of choice

Universal Binary (PPC and Intel) requiring Mac OS X 10.4 or later

Note that for system-wide voices you need the bundle with Infovox iVox

Save time by 
converting 
documents to audio 
books for listening on 
your iPod or iPhone

Proofread your own 
texts to improve 
spelling and 
composition

Overcome reading difficulties by listening to selected 
text in virtually any application

Improve your pronunciation of foreign languages by 
listening to text on foreign web sites

Create personal podcasts using text to speech for narration

Natural-sounding voices in a language of choice included

“The voices are extraordinary, so life-like that one can imagine what the speaker 
looks like. The program is a terrific value and is truly in a class by itself.”

The Kleper Report on Digital Publishing

Key features

Multilingual speech solution including natural-sounding Infovox iVox voices in a 
language of choice

Full-fledged text and image based communication system

Allows rapid creation of fully personalized communication vocabulary

Improved accessibility for people with visual impairments

Speech feedback while typing in any application

Talking word processor

Resizable toolbar for vision impaired users

Highly customizable user interface

Universal Binary (PPC and Intel) requiring Mac OS X 10.4 or later

For anyone unable 
to speak or to 
speak clearly

Fully customizable 
communication 
solution

Create your own 
vocabulary with 
just drag and drop

Can also be used 
for symbol and 
image based 
communication

Includes natural-sounding Infovox iVox voices in a language of 
choice

“Proloquo provides the kind of augmentative communication I always hoped 
for after I lost my own voice due to ALS/MND. Without Proloquo for speech 

and KeyStrokes for typing I would no longer be able to work!”

Walter Pfrommer, medical adviser in a healthcare IT project


